Confidence bounds on roots connected with Z of N(~,Z). Let us
Il.s tart from the statement 0.1,2) of £2J and note that the statement is exactly equivalent to 
, ,
Choosing a so as to minimize a~a/a 8, we observe that the seoond part of the ----... 
We use (2.4) of ;-2 7 and note that (1.3)has a confidence ooefficient > I-a,
---and also incidentally that (1.3) implies (3.1.3) of ;-2 7 .
-- Zl and Z2 of N(51, Zl) and N<'~2,Z2)' Let us start from (J.2 .1) of £2_7, put A l .. (n l /n 2 ) ei~(p,~,n2) that for H O to be testable in the sense of chapter 14 of~3_7 we should have However, in most realistic problems, the C matrix of the hypothesis is given in a form such that the last rows are absent and we can, therefore, without any essential loss of generality, replace (4.6) by (4.8) and (4.7) by
We now go back to X and observe that x(n x p) M(p x u) £-X*(n x u),say_7
, consists of n rows of independently distributed vectors~i(l x p) M(p x u) [~r (4.14)
-l~I Starting from (4.13) and reasoning in exactly the same way as in sections 3 and 4a, we see that (4.13) also implies, in addition to (4.17), p statements (')*
(1)** (i)* like (4.17) on truncated S 1 , S and 'r) obtaine~by cutting out any ith variat~(~)statements like (4.17) on truncated S(i,j)*, S(i,j)** and ,. j)* and 'r),1, obtained by cutting out any pair of ith and jth variates (with i I j), and so on. These latter confidence st~tements will thus have a joint confidence coefficient> I-a.
-It may be noticed that the problem discussed in section 4a is really a special cnse of the one discussed in 4c; nevertheless, for expository purposes, it is worthwhile to discuss first a simple problem 1i}s:e the one in 4a and then take up the most general one in 4c.
5. Concluding remarks, Similar confidence bounds that arise in connection with (i) factor analysis, (ii) classification problems (iii) univariate variance components analysis and (iv) multivariate variance components analysis, obtained by generalizing univariate variance components analysis, will be discussed in a later paper.
